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Chapter 381 No Explanation Required 

Soon, Allen showed Arya the script of the new play. 

The movie was called "Dark Night Fanatic." It described an empty era. An arrogant and unruly prince 

wandered among the people and learned a lot of good skills. In the end, he returned to the Imperial 

Palace and unified the country. Arya was going to play the part. It was a little beggar who had been his 

companion when he had been wandering among the people, a woman disguised as a man, and died in 

order to save him. 

This... 

A woman disguised as a man, or a beggar? 

Most importantly, Arya noticed that the male lead had already been decided. 

"Is it really him? I will have a lot of pressure when I play with him." 

Of course Allen knew this. "It's true that he took on this movie. I chose this movie because he is there." 

That man had always been arrogant. He did not take anyone seriously, but he was good at acting. 

Arya acting with him was equivalent to sharpening her acting skills. 

The moment Arya and Allen looked at each other, she understood what he meant, "Alright, I'll act." 

... 

Because of the audition incident, Arya's audition video was crazily reposted by netizens. Although she 

proved her acting skills, some people would think that it was too much because some fans would praise 

Arya very highly. Some media would also exaggerate the facts and write some flowery words to describe 

it. 

This way, it would inevitably cause some people to dislike it. 

Back then, Caroline was ruined at this step. 

Furthermore, in order to increase the click rate, some media had even put Arya's name together with 

many big shot actors, which indirectly created a lot of enemies for Arya. 

After that, Director Chen's studio announced that Rebecca became the female lead of "Red Morning 

Sun." The outside world was already full of rumors. This role was rejected by Arya in front of everyone. 

But now, they had no choice but to choose the second best Rebecca. 

a 

indeed has acting skills, but isn't it a bit too much to be 

right? I don't think 

this goes on, even good artistes will be praised 



already confirmed that she would join the new film, "Dark Night Fanatic," as the female lead number 

four. The character she played was just a minor supporting role. It was not spread by the outside world 

at all. Arya had already been praised until she was inflated. She 

her with all their might. Instead, they helped her find 

the Public Relations Department would 

... 

the shooting of 

face and lowered her head. No one knew what she was thinking. From the looks of it, 

see his parents. 

to stop and turned to 

who had always been fearless, why was she afraid to see 

let you go back to see the Jones family. When you announce the marriage, he will definitely 

least this was what Luna was feeling 

have any thoughts in your 

matter between two people. It's useless for me to be nervous alone. Right. If I leave for a few days, will 

the company arrange a temporary assistant for you? I want to prepare 

Don't worry, I'll wait for 

smiled. After accompanying Arya to shoot the next scene, she hurriedly went back to prepare. The next 

day, 

Arya dialed Allen's 

for leave. I need a temporary assistant. Can you 

the manager, will go in person." Allen smiled. 

"Allen, Louisa has almost recovered. Can you contact her and 

ask Raul to contact 

I will start 

she will go back with 

hang up the phone. 

Chapter 382 New Assistant 

Could it be that the Jones Family would really allow an actress to enter? 

Or could it be that Arya was already pregnant and they were getting married? 



No matter which it was, it made Georgia's mood very bad. 

She directly threw the box away and sat on the sofa in anger. As the daughter of Morrison Family, she 

had always disdained to be associated with people in the entertainment industry. Now that she wanted 

to ask about the truth of this matter, she could only ask Katherine. 

Thinking like this, she dialed Katherine's number. 

The last time they left the Morrison Family, they had exchanged numbers. It was just that for the proud 

Georgia, she would not take the initiative to contact the other party for coffee. 

Katherine could also see that Georgia did not like her, so she did not thicken her skin to contact her. 

After receiving Georgia's call, Katherine was also stunned. 

"I just want to ask if you know the people in the entertainment industry. Can you find if Arya and the 

CEO of Dahua are getting married?" 

"Marry?" Katherine would never have thought that Georgia would say this. 

"What's wrong? Is there a problem?" Georgia keenly sensed that there was something in Katherine's 

words. 

"A few months ago, the Jones Family wanted me to marry Allen Jones. How could an actress marry him 

in such a short time?" Katherine only said this and did not mention that she was randomly selected by 

Allen. 

She did not lie. 

Allen really wanted to marry her. It was only because she was late that this matter was put on hold. 

"So that's the case. Then please take good care of your man. If someone finds out that your man was 

taken away by an actress, where will the Smith family put their face?" 

frowned, "He just likes that kind of woman. 

knew it. Allen was not a man she could ask for. What 

be able to see clearly from far away, but she was standing opposite of 

"Okay, I got it." 

the phone. She paced back and forth in the 

watch helplessly as Arya married Allen and became the Young Madam of 

stupid thing. Then there was only one way. Making use of 

daughter and the Dahua Group's president, Allen, had been in a relationship before and 

was 

let Arya return to Morrison Family! No matter what price she has to 

understand. I will 



she did not know that Arya and Allen were not going to get married. 

her adjust her condition and slowly leave the role, Allen arranged for her to meet with the cast of "Dark 

Night 

appeared as Arya's manager. However, his temperament carried a natural cold and arrogant aura that 

could 

and 

it was impossible for them to do a special meeting for a supporting actress. Because the preparation 

work for the cast was already very heavy. On one hand, they had to give face to the Dahua Group. It was 

because 

two mountain scenic areas. Is Miss Arya okay?" The director was actually a little worried. After all, her 

identity was there, and she was 

the sweet young lady could not 

words in front of him and test Arya's character 

may not be easy to adapt to, but since the other actors in the cast can do it, Arya can 

very sure about 

"I am just worried..." 

you can treat Arya like other actors. As long as it's a normal way of working, I won't interfere, and 

the director 

the rules and 

Chapter 383 Married In Seclusion 

"If Arya needs this, you and Luna can stay at the same time." Allen said from the side. 

As the president of Dahua, he had the right to give the artistes freedom. 

Moreover, there were quite a number of artistes in Dahua who had two assistants. 

Louisa excitedly held Arya's hand and carefully looked at Allen. Indeed, it was Arya who could hold a 

man like Allen. 

"I will ask Raul to show you Arya's recent work arrangements and relevant information. You should get 

started as soon as possible." 

"Okay, I promise to complete the task!" 

The next morning, Louisa wore casual clothes to report to Arya and Allen's house. As Arya's special 

assistant, she naturally had to accompany Arya from morning to night. Her phone was also on standby 

24 hours a day. 

Seeing her wearing glasses and looking serious, she really looked like an assistant. 



"Miss Arya, morning. I am your temporary special assistant, Louisa!" 

"Yes, good morning." Arya saw that she could recover now. Her body could still be so healthy. She was 

happy for her from the bottom of her heart. 

Arya looked at the time, "I'll go change my clothes. You can walk around by yourself first." 

Louisa nodded and put down the documents in her hands. She stood in the living room and looked at 

Arya and Allen's love nest. When they took the WM commercial together, the back view photos were 

hung at the most conspicuous place. 

"That's good..." Louisa stood in front of the photos and could not help but praise, "Seeing you guys are 

so happy, we fans can enjoy your PDA in peace." 

She had always been Arya's loyal iron fan. 

Arya had Allen, she 

think of her brother, Daniel. Although she also hoped that Arya could become her family, she knew very 

well that Arya was the 

and said with a smile, "We are so happy. I want to thank Daniel and Caroline. If it were not for them, I 

breath and took out her special assistant position. She took out her notebook and said, 

saw that she was so serious and sat beside 

who was full of fun and vigor, Louisa was more eccentric and her thoughts were more innovative. It was 

just that she was not as experienced as Luna who had been working as an assistant 

Tomorrow night, we will attend the internal meeting of “Dark Night Fanatic." Next month, we will be 

joining the 

was going to do this time was pretty 

small frame at the side, reminding Miss Arya to take care of her 

was extremely excited when she mentioned this, "Finally waiting for this day 

time did she really feel that she was really Mrs. 

going to hold a 

It's not a sloppy ceremony." Allen walked in with a calm and powerful voice. He sat beside Arya, 

"Anyway, she can't 

good that you decide." Arya had always listened to his 

did not stay much longer, "I will go and see if 

worry. The doctor said that 

worried that she is still so young and is only an 



suggested to me that she is very suitable for Public Relations Department. Maybe she can work in Public 

Relations Department in the future. Before that, 

gift has been sent to Morrison Family, but there is no 

do this because Arya was indeed related to member of the Morrisons by blood. After all, they had not 

cared about Arya for so many years and had caused her to suffer so much. He 

I understand." Arya 

knew very well the complicated relationship within the Morrison Family. Everyone had their own plans, 

and she had long decided to never interact with the elders 

now. Everything I do is very unreal. Being able to know you and 

three words and kissed her forehead. "You will have 

Chapter 384 Gossip 

“In the end, she was late." Allen's expression was very cold. "The situation is that simple." 

Raul nodded. He had already heard about this plot from Serena, so he smiled and said, "Then, it 

should have come from the Smith family." 

Allen shook his head lightly. He stood up and said, "Not necessarily." 

This incident happened right after he gave a gift to the Morrison Family. It was too much of a 

coincidence. Moreover, Mr. Smith clearly knew about the situation on his side, so why would they do 

something that was equivalent to asking for humiliation? 

It couldn't be justified... 

"Then what do you mean?" 

"I think this matter has something to do with the member of Morrison Family. After I sent someone to 

the Morrison Family, there was such news. Maybe the Morrison Family found out from somewhere 

that I might have married Katherine." 

"What is the purpose of the Morrison Family doing this?" Raul did not understand. 

To prevent Arya and Allen from getting married? 

Arya was a member of the Morrison Family. If she married Allen, it would be beneficial to the 

Morrison Family. There was no reason for them to do so. 

Allen's eyes turned dark. "Maybe they misunderstood what I meant. They thought I was just going to 

get married to Arya. They didn't know that I was already married to her. They did this to provoke me." 

... 

This matter had caused a huge commotion in the entertainment industry. 



Everyone's gaze towards Arya had changed. They felt that she would never be able to enter the Jones 

Family's door and would end up in a situation where both men and women had nothing to do with 

each other. 

When Allen officially married, he would kick her away. There would no longer be a place for her in the 

entertainment circle. 

news was very true. Arya estimated that this 

a lot? He always went to 

that she is pretty. When he has a more suitable partner, he will naturally break up. When the time 

comes, he will randomly 

"Okay, quiet down." 

in the production and discussed. Their voices were a 

clues. He found an opportunity to ask Arya, "How are you 

news?" Arya looked 

that Chief Jones married someone else and broke 

time he cared about someone else's 

circle every day. We are fine. Thank you for your 

you say so, then 

very assertive woman. If Allen 

after she read the lines on the set, she would read the book James gave her. 

would improve rapidly. It was all because of this film 

next 

his coat and walked 

cap and poured Arya a cup of hot tea. She had a bad temper because of the malicious news, but she was 

angry at the tree. After she had adjusted her attitude, 

not know the true relationship between you and Boss Jones. Otherwise, they would not have done such 

a stupid thing. When you guys show your marriage certificate, it will prove your identity as the Young 

Madam of 

"Those people!" 

he must 

by 

scold the people behind her a thousand times." Arya closed the script in her hands and stood up to 

move about. "I really missed her a little after she left these few days. If she 



Arya did not explain a single 

need to be explained 

some of the reporters started to get restless. They 

Chapter 385 Perpetrator 

Louisa followed closely behind. Allen arranged for the driver to take her back, and he directly took Arya 

to the limited-edition Maybach. 

When they walked out of the set, the two supporting actors happened to see it. They were extremely 

shocked. 

"Didn't they break up?" 

"Such intimate actions definitely didn't break up!" 

They watched the car leave from afar. They lowered their heads and walked into the set. No one had the 

confidence to provoke the Dahua. 

Otherwise, it would be the same as not being able to continue working in the entertainment circle. 

"The crew said so?" Allen's tone was a little cold. It was not to Arya, but to think that what those people 

did was too much. 

"No..." Arya shook her head. 

"Yes." 

Allen replied. His eyes were filled with gloom and anger. He was trying his best to control it, but he 

wanted someone to anger him. 

"Do you have any clues about this now?" Arya turned her head to look at Allen. "I feel that it doesn't 

seem like what Katherine did." 

She had seen Katherine once. Although she was an arrogant Noble Miss, she would not do something so 

brainless. She was first late. After that, Allen and Arya got married, and Katherine became one. Even if 

she did not love herself anymore, she would not joke about the Smith family's reputation because she 

knew better than anyone that Allen did not like her. 

If the news was really released by the Smith family, what's the difference between that and seeking 

death? 

Then... 

It's not hard to find a suspicious candidate. 

"I will handle this matter. Can you not ask?" Allen really did not want to say who the most suspicious 

person was. He knew that if Arya found out that the Morrison Family was playing tricks behind the 

scenes, she would definitely not be able to take the blow. 

did not want to see the most 



so careful of my feelings. Allen, I understand those people's thoughts better than you. I'm fine. Because 

this is not the first time they have done 

hoping to warm her up. "I hope you are not so smart now. In this matter, you can become 

I am smarter. This way, I will know what exactly happened. I will not be provoked, misunderstood, and 

affect our relationship. They underestimated my intelligence." 

are afraid that I would marry you and become the daughter-in-law of the Jones Family. I will have a way 

to return to the Morrison 

lips slightly lifted. His hand that was holding the steering wheel tightened. "I will also take care of the 

matters regarding the Smith 

to the public, how would member 

... 

dialed Raul's number in the study 

to know how to contact the old master of Morrison 

Jones, what do you want to 

a secret 

mentioned it when she was looking for Arya. Because Old Master Morrison mentioned Arya's name at 

home, it made her feel scared. She felt that the old man might remember Arya in his heart and let Arya 

return to the Morrison Family. That was why she was so 

Master Morrison know how much Arya had been wronged and slandered outside. Furthermore, he 

Half an hour later. 

assistant received a phone call and walked to his side. "Chairman, President of Dahua, Allen Jones is 

looking 

Old Master Morrison took the phone and gave his assistant a look. The assistant understood and 

immediately 

initiative to speak. His tone was 

Old Master Morrison did not hide it. He did not want to shock the fish 

maintained a neither servile nor overbearing attitude. He was on par with 

don't tell me, I will tell you first. I don't know what kind of place the entertainment circle is, but that 

circle is too deep. My 

I 

"A gift?" 



Actually, Arya and I have already reached the stage of discussing marriage, so I wanted to tell this good 

news to the Morrison Family. However, after 

respond. He 

that I don't know the young miss of the Smith family, but that was a complete misunderstanding. 

Moreover, it has already passed. Arya is the only woman I care about now. I don't want anyone in the 

outside world to have the chance 

the Morrison Family. 

Chapter 386 Morrison Family Is In Uproar 

The assistant lowered her head and no longer spoke for Georgia. 

"Georgia..." Old Master Morrison looked at the endless river and shook his head, "Greed is the most 

taboo thing for businessmen. The more she cannot let go of something, the more her heart will turn into 

a knot. If the Morrison Family is handed over to her, it will not be good..." 

"Miss Arya will never do that. She has always tolerated it and is very smart. She knows how to protect 

herself under the disadvantage, so she..." After leaving the Morrison Family, the assistant did not dare 

to say the second half of the sentence and lowered her head even more. 

Old Master Morrison shook his head. It was all the sins of his previous life. Why did these children have 

to pay it back? 

With the help of the assistant, he got into the car and rushed to the Morrison Family. 

... 

After Allen finished dealing with this matter, he held another video conference. When he walked into 

the bedroom, he saw Arya sitting at the head of the bed reading a book. 

Allen walked over and coincidentally Arya turned another page. She looked very quiet. 

"What are you looking at?" 

"It's a novel. It's quite interesting. Are you done with your work?" Arya put down the book and held 

Allen's hand. "Then let's rest. I'm tired." 

"Okay." Allen was touched. Normally, no matter how busy he was acting, Arya did not say anything 

about being tired. But today... 

After she washed up, she hid in Allen's arms and slept soundly. 

Allen watched her fall asleep, but he did not plan to publicize their marriage at tomorrow's meeting. He 

wanted to know if the Morrison Family and the Smith family still had any tricks up their sleeves that they 

had yet to use. 

... 

rushed back, which surprised even members of 



who studied overseas, Mr. Morrison and Mrs. Morrison, who was Arya's biological mother, came down 

from the second floor. Did something happen to Old 

his husband 

so late at night?" Mr. Morrison said worriedly, "Is there something 

and patted the sofa. "I'm not that old yet." Then his sharp eyes fell on Georgia. 

Georgia thought of that 

"Grandfather, I am not..." 

have yet to say what matter it is and you are already in a hurry to defend yourself. Looks like I did not 

wrongly 

Mrs. Morrison’s surprised gaze, she turned around and went 

it. 

is a gift from the president of Dahua Group, Allen Jones. Inside is a photo of 

in his voice, "Then do you know that on the second day of their gift, the news of Allen Jones getting 

married with other people was published in the newspaper? Do you dare to say that it has nothing to 

not hide it anymore and her entire body collapsed. She 

husband supported her by the side and looked at Old Master 

hit the ground hard. "How many times do I have to say that you are sisters 

you be so sure that it was me 

not want Arya to be good and marry a man with power and 

more. I won't give the secret prescription of Morrison Family perfume to a 

room with his assistant. He was tired after running around 

the living room, Mr. Morrison looked at his daughter in shock. "Georgia, no matter what, she is 

one who was chased out by the Morrison Family! I don't recognize her." Georgia screamed from the 

bottom of her heart. Her voice was very hoarse. With tears in her 

will go and take a look." Then, he followed Georgia back to the 

the sofa and was very tired. He looked at his wife and revealed a guilty expression. He knew how much 

Arya had 

upstairs. No matter how Arya looked at her or thought about her, she still missed Arya. After all, they 

was thicker than water. She saw Arya being wronged but could not do anything. She was already 

Chapter 387 Public Display Of Affection 



“Arya, welcome!" 

After a simple greeting, Arya stood on the actress's side. She was not in the center position, but 

because of her height advantage, people could see her at a glance. 

"I really want to say one thing. All of the main founders of our production today are handsome men 

and beautiful women. Does everyone agree?" 

The reporters clapped their hands and cheered. The atmosphere in the venue was very lively. 

After that, the host started to ask random questions. When he asked Arya, the host chose a very 

simple question. "Arya, we all really want to know why you chose to play this role." 

"This..." Arya picked up the microphone and smiled at the audience. "Because of my manager, Mr. 

Allen Jones." 

"Oh? Because of Director Jones?" 

Arya nodded. "He always knows what I want during work. What I need the most right now is what he 

gave me. When he gave me the script, I fell in love with this role immediately. I feel like I want to act." 

"I didn't think that you two would have such tacit understanding. Then will Director Jones be in charge 

of all your work?" The host asked again, "Because he has several positions. I wonder if he will be 

slacking off." 

Arya shook her head without thinking. "Ever since he became my manager, he will look through all my 

work arrangements and make suggestions. He is a very outstanding manager." 

"This evaluation is really high. Then can we ask our staff to give Director Jones a microphone and give 

me some time to interview Director Jones?" 

The host gave the staff a look. 

The staff immediately took the microphone. At this time, of course, they had to work hard to 

interview him and ask him a few more questions. 

"Director Jones, how did you coordinate the president and the manager?" 

I only have one job, because I always put her first 

The host could 

was actually showing their PDA in front of 

Jones, for accepting our temporary interview. Please take your seats and let us begin the next round." 

The host raised his hand, and the entire 

words had already made his stance clear. He and 

familiar with each other. This was the main purpose of this internal meeting. The production crew 

hoped that the actors could understand the actors who were acting with them as much as possible 

before they started filming. This would 



not present today. He was a legendary actor in the entertainment circle. Although he was young, he had 

won many awards. With his 

was not 

the biggest star in the entire movie. This meant that 

three years, and every movie was a masterpiece with a high 

as he was there, the movie would definitely be 

for the fans to ask questions. This was also to let the 

the main character that the fans 

want to ask Arya a question. There is a lot of news about her breaking up with Boss Jones outside. As a 

fan, I am 

that Allen would not be 

today. After 

much. Because she was an actress herself, saying these words might be like saying a line, so she took the 

microphone and walked off 

screams in 

Allen's fingers were tightly clenched. She stood in front of the camera and said very firmly, "He gave me 

strength when I was at my most helpless. No matter what happens, I will not let go of his hand. I am not 

afraid of those rumors, and so is he. Because I know very well that the creator of those rumors is out of 

jealousy and inferiority. Our 

pay more attention to this new movie. The lead actors and I will act seriously. Thank you 

wanted to give the microphone to the host but was 

the microphone and said in an extremely serious tone, "Arya is the only one I have. I have never 

admitted it. It is all 

to talk about my marriage 

Arya can make the 

Chapter 388 It’s Not Going To End That Easily 

Katherine's words continued to ferment the matter. 

The person involved had already stood up to speak. This matter shouldn't be fake, right? The reporters 

were very curious about how Allen would respond! 

Because Katherine had made it clear to the outside world that she and Allen were indeed close to 

getting married. It was just that she didn't explain too much about the details. 

This way, the reporters felt that this melon was even bigger! 



Noble Miss should be the only one. Better than an actress? What was going on? An actress wanted to 

take over their relationship. Such a statement was even more convincing. 

The news spread like a storm, but Arya was still acting for her role in the Memory Fragment production 

crew. In the last few scenes, she had never been afraid of filming again. She did not have any complaints 

about the gloomy filming site, especially when filming her main scene, she needed her entire body to 

soak in the bathtub. In the several degrees below zero weather, she did not complain about hardship. 

"Arya is really a very professional actress. I have never seen a star like her who is neither spoiled nor 

angry. She clearly has such a good background but she is still so willing to suffer." 

"I still remember the scene where she fell out of the car the last time..." 

Everyone felt that when "Memory Fragment" was released, Arya would definitely become famous! She 

would be ranked among the top actresses in the country. 

Because she always had a heart that wanted to maintain a perfect standard! 

James stood beside them. After hearing these objective comments, he nodded in agreement. "Her 

career will be wider and wider." 

"James, this is the first time we've heard you praise an actor." they said, laughing. 

"I think it's not that James doesn't praise people, but he has never met an actor like Arya who is 

professional and hardworking and deserves his praise." 

A few more people joined the discussion. "So I feel that those reporters outside have nothing to do and 

always use other people's private life and feelings as articles. Our production crew has been watching 

helplessly these few months. Who is Arya? She can't interfere with other people's feelings!" 

What a person looks like. What he looks like. Maybe he can pretend to be something else in a day or 

two, but after a long time, people will understand. 

he smiled but 

was also one of the compulsory courses to 

immediately called Louisa 

Allen knew that Arya was so tired from work, he would feel very sorry 

until Luna comes back and will have to write her 

the assistant I signed. I will not approve your resignation letter." 

not feel a little tired, she 

saying, "There 

at it and then said directly, 

leave it like that?" Louisa was worried about 

to 



"Alright then..." 

who seek death the most because they are 

did not change at all. She 

least ask 

that Director Jones can quickly sort out the trouble caused by accidentally drawing lots." Arya's 

filled with a smile. "I want to see the 

Family should have already been tidied up. Now, Katherine was the only 

plan to use the Morrison Family to increase my reputation, but 

dead end, then she will use her 

chance to bully you." Allen's 

you must perform well tonight, 

will make you satisfied, Mrs. Jones." After Allen finished speaking, he stepped on the gas pedal and 

drove into the main 

work and walked out. She saw Allen waiting for her 

world was dim. Only his body was surrounded by a 

knew that he would give her everything she wanted and would protect 

Chapter 389 The Public Relation Methods Of Dahua 

Soon, the Public Relations Department and Dahua's Secretariat Department kept receiving calls from the 

reporters. All the employees of the Dahua were blocked by the reporters and kept asking questions. 

"Is Arya the mistress who ruined their relationship?" 

"Is there a possibility that Mr. Allen Jones and Miss Smith can reconcile?" 

"Who is Allen's bride-to-be?" 

All of these questions revealed a view from the outside world. Arya was the third brother! 

However, the Dahua did not respond to the reporters' interrogation. It was not that they did not dare to 

say anything, but that they did not have anything to say. 

Raul had already been transferred out of Artist Director's position, but because of the sudden incident 

and Martin's absence, this task fell upon him once again. 

When the reporters heard that Raul was in charge of public relations for the news this time, they 

immediately chased after him. He did not even have the time to have a meal with Serena. 

In the end, Raul could not even drive out of the parking lot. 



He had no choice but to get out of the car and tell the reporters, "What do you guys want to ask? If it's 

true, Dahua will naturally respond." 

"Do you mean that Katherine is directing and acting on her own?" 

"Please tell her to pay attention to her words and actions." 

"Then have they ever been in love?" 

"What I know is that Director Jones doesn't know her." Raul felt that the reporters had been misled by 

Katherine. 

"Since they don't know each other, why are they close? Furthermore, if they don't have anything to do 

with each other, why did Katherine say those words publicly?" 

can produce any evidence." Raul simply sent 

what is going 

had reached his 

ignored them. 

Smith still 

that if the Dahua didn't expose her, it was to give face to the Smith family. If she didn't 

ignored the reporters and got into the 

and shook her head when she heard what he said on the way back. "Is Katherine out of her mind? Does 

she have to use this method 

reputation to gain her 

What did she think! 

but she could not get into Director Jones's eyes. In 

Family that released 

the outside world to misunderstand Arya 

Arya are too lazy to bother with her. I am the only one left to clean up the mess. This will 

This way, they won't bother you anymore. You shouldn't have given 

really too much. The two of them were fine together, so 

Raul smiled faintly and said, "I'm afraid that 

Allen came forward, then this matter would disappear without a trace tomorrow. But that Smith family's 

daughter could not get any lesson and could 

panicked expression and held her hand, "Everything is under control. Don't worry about Arya too 



... 

news spread. Raul had warned the Smith family's daughter that 

heard every word 

Arya did not show themselves during the entire process. They did not even say a 

the two of them. It was 

the reporters' latest report, she really could not swallow this anger. Noble Miss, who came from a 

wealthy family, had never been so angry before. She immediately sent another 

you did not wait for me at the Civil 

just one sentence, the matter had once again reached its 

Chapter 390 Drag The Morrison Family Down 

Things that no one else cared about, but she took them out and told them again and again, turning 

herself into a joke. 

"Everyone, please stop chasing this news because there is no way to expose it. This is what happened. 

Director Jones only saw Miss Smith once. It was at the fashion banquet that day. Also, CEO Jones and 

Arya's relationship went very smoothly. Please leave some private space for them." 

"This is the last time we will respond to this news. Please stop here, or else you will bear the 

consequences." 

After saying that, Raul returned to his office in a relaxed manner. 

The reporters returned to their cars and started to organize the press release. 

Soon, news about Katherine spread like crazy on the Internet. It turned out that she and Allen had no 

relationship with the outside world. Everything was her own doing! 

"Isn't this seeking death? Allen doesn't know her at all." 

"What rich family's daughter? She doesn't know how to take care of herself. She knows that the two of 

them love each other very much, but she still sends such an outrageous message." 

"Is she jealous of Arya? Arya got a career and love. I heard that she publicly expressed her disdain for 

the career of an actress in many occasions." 

"She probably has a mine at home. She thinks that she can go to heaven and earth with money." 

"Friends, I heard by chance that our Arya's background is also very strong. It's just that she has always 

relied on her own strength and has never relied on her family." 

At this time, Katherine's father also saw the news under the secretary's reminder. 

He immediately drove home and fiercely gripped the newspaper. For so many years, he had never lost 

his temper with his daughter. But today, he was completely enraged. 



This was not a war initiated by those people outside. His daughter came up to it herself! 

"Give me an explanation. What are you doing outside every day?" Mr. Smith snapped. 

Katherine's heart was stifled. She blushed and lowered her head. She had no words to explain. 

been completely destroyed by you! What are you doing wrong? You must provoke Arya and Allen! Is 

that someone you can provoke? Because of 

so angry that he clutched his chest. “How could I give birth to such 

clearly know that Arya is the Morrison Family's Noble Miss. Even if she was chased out of the Morrison 

Family, 

I will punish you to not 

had said such heavy words to Katherine. 

How could she explain? 

her father asked her to go out, she was not willing to go out because there were too many people 

outside waiting to 

because of the news that she had told him. In the end, he would lower his head and beg for mercy from 

her, but she never would have thought that 

of the entertainment circle. 

this step because she had brought 

… 

of the Memory Fragment 

scenes. But because of the sudden change 

always accompanied her, the two of 

jumped up from the 

lightly raised her head and looked at her, "What made you 

took her phone over, "Director Raul clarified to the reporters that Director 

the public response is downstairs of Dahua. I have watched the video of them being interviewed several 

times. I really think Raul is very powerful. Public relations work 

her eyes. "What do you 

very interesting and very 

said that time. 

comes back, you can go to the Public Relations Department of Dahua for an internship and learn from 



the excitement on her face, "Miss Arya, I will 

speaking, her phone suddenly vibrated. It was from the Fans Group. Someone sent a link to the web 

page. After Luna applied for leave, the Fans Group's management account had already become 

clicked on the link and was shocked, "Miss Arya, because Katherine is talking nonsense on the Internet. 

Someone has started to dig up your relationship with the 

Morrison Family? 

expression changed, 


